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a b s t r a c t 

Object detection is an important research problem in computer vision. Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNN) based deep learning models could be used for this problem, but it would require a large number 

of manual annotated objects for training or fine-tuning. Unfortunately, fine-grained manually annotated 

objects are not available in many cases. Usually, it is possible to obtain imperfect initialized detections 

by some weak object detectors using some weak supervisions like the prior knowledge of shape, size or 

motion. In some real-world applications, objects have little inter-occlusions and split/merge difficulties, 

so the spatio-temporal consistency in object tracking are well preserved in the image sequences/videos. 

Starting from the imperfect initialization, this paper proposes a new easy-to-hard learning method to in- 

crementally improve the object detection in image sequences/videos by an unsupervised spatio-temporal 

analysis which involves more complex examples that are hard for object detection for next-iteration train- 

ing. The proposed method does not require manual annotations, but uses weak supervisions and spatio- 

temporal consistency in tracking to simulate the supervisions in the CNN training. Experimental results 

on three different tasks show significant improvements over the initialized detections by the weak object 

detectors. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Object detection is extremely important in computer vision

nd pattern recognition communities, which has wide applications

uch as object tracking [1] , traffic data collection [2] , interested

eople discovery [3] , multi-label classification [4] and so on.

urrently, the popular and effective way is to train a Convolutional

eural Networks (CNN) based models like Faster R-CNN [5,6] ,

OLO [7] to detect the interested objects. However, these CNN

ased deep learning models require extensive labeled annotations

or training, which are not available for many custom data in some

eal-world applications. For example, to detect a special kind of le-

ion or tumor from the cluttered backgrounds in medical image se-

uences, there are no available manual annotations to train or fine-

une the CNN based models. Another example is large-scale fiber
∗ Corresponding author. 
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etection in material images [8,9] , each single image contains ap-

roximately 600 objects/fibers. Manually annotating so many fibers

or multiple images is tedious and with very high working load. 

In many real-world applications, an initialized weak object

etector can be easily obtained using some weak supervisions like

he prior knowledge of object shape, size or motion. For example,

llipse shape information can be used to detect the fibers in

aterial images [8,9] , and the motion information can be used

o detect the moving vehicles on traffic images [10] . Meanwhile,

n many cases, objects have little inter-occlusions and split/merge

ifficulties, so multi-target object tracking is reliable and accu-

ate in these cases [11] and the spatio-temporal consistency in

bject tracking are well preserved. Our objective is to discover a

ew method to learn a more robust CNN based detection model

rom the initialized weak object detector with the assistance of

patio-temporal consistency. 

This paper proposes a new weakly supervised learning method

or object detection in image sequences using an easy-to-hard

earning manner. This easy-to-hard learning strategy is inspired

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2020.02.075
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.neucom.2020.02.075&domain=pdf
mailto:hongkaiyu2012@gmail.com
mailto:songwang@cec.sc.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2020.02.075
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the state-of-the-art method of [9] and the proposed method: (a) one microscopic material image, (b) fiber detections by [9] , and (c) fiber detections 

by the proposed method. Detected fibers are marked by green bounding boxes. Red and blue boxes highlight the false positive and false negative errors respectively. Note 

that [9] fails where the image quality is poor, i.e., blurred and stained regions. Ideally, the fibers and backgrounds in clear regions are simple examples, while the fibers and 

backgrounds in blurred and stained regions are complex examples. 
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by Curriculum Learning [12] . The idea is to firstly train a CNN

based detector on simple examples and then incrementally involve

more complex examples to train the CNN based detector. In this

paper, we define the objects/background regions that are easily

distinguished by the current object detector as the simple samples,

while the objects/background regions that are hardly distinguished

by the current object detector are the complex samples. As we

discussed, in many cases, the spatio-temporal consistency in object

tracking is very effective, so we develop an unsupervised spatio-

temporal analysis to remove false positive detections and make up

for false negative detections, which actually refines the training

examples that are hard for current object detector. Removing false

positive detections means to prune the current examples with

poor spatio-temporal consistency and simultaneously add more

complex background examples, while making up for false negative

detections indicates involving more complex object examples.

Alternately running CNN training and the unsupervised spatio-

temporal analysis by several iterations is to add more complex

examples to the simple examples so that we could train a more

robust CNN based object detector. The proposed method is similar

to the Baby-Steps Curriculum Learning [13] , which believes that

simple examples in the training set should not be discarded, in-

stead, the complexity of the training data should be increased in a

multiple-iteration training manner. Similarly, the proposed method

uses the above mentioned unsupervised spatio-temporal analysis

for adding more complex examples in the current iteration for the

next-iteration CNN training. 

In this paper, we use the task of fiber detection from

microscopy image sequences of continuous fiber reinforced

composite materials to explain the proposed method. Recent

studies [8,9] showed that the 3D fiber structures could be re-

constructed by tracking the detected fibers through the 2D

image sequence, which is modeled as a tracking-by-detection

problem in computer vision. The tracking performance of tracking-

by-detection algorithms is largely dependent on the detection

accuracy, especially the Recall performance [14] . More accurate

object detections could greatly improve tracking-by-detection

algorithms. State-of-the-art fiber detection is currently achieved

by [9] , which detects ellipses by Hough transformation with the

prior knowledge of fiber shape, followed by a bounding box fitting.

This algorithm performs well in the material image regions whose

quality is good, but it performs poorly in the material image

regions whose quality is bad. In the present case, the images were

degraded in local regions because of contaminants during the

data collection, such as the blurred and stained regions in Fig. 1 .

In the degraded situations, the state-of-the-art fiber detection

algorithm [9] fails to accurately detect the fibers, resulting in false

positive or false negative errors as shown in Fig. 1 . Experimen-

tal results on this fiber detection task show that the proposed

method using [9] as initialization is able to greatly improve the
ber detection performance. In addition, we also conduct other

xperiments on vehicle detection and pedestrian detection tasks

n image sequences. The initialized vehicle detection results are

btained by background subtraction with the weak supervision of

ehicle motion information [10] . Experimental results on the ve-

icle detection task also show significant improvements from the

nitialized vehicle detection by the proposed method. We see the

imilar improvement by the proposed method on the pedestrian

etection task. In the tasks of fiber and vehicle detections, object

racking can be well addressed because the objects have little

nter-occlusions and split/merge difficulties. For example, the fiber

racking performance MOTA is as high as 99% [8,9] when the im-

ge sequence is high-continuity. The satisfactory spatio-temporal

onsistency in object tracking helps the proposed easy-to-hard

earning method to achieve the successful performance boost. In

he task of pedestrian detection, there are some inter-occlusions,

eature changes and tracking difficulties, so the proposed method

as some variances in algorithm convergence but we still see

ignificant improvement by the proposed method. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 briefly reviews the related work. Section 3 describes the

roposed object detection method. Quantitative and qualitative

valuation results and discussions are presented in Section 4 ,

ollowed by brief conclusions in Section 5 . 

. Related work 

Object detection: With the prior knowledge of object shape or

ize, some traditional methods have been proposed to detect inter-

sted objects like ellipse detection based fiber detection [8,9,15] ,

OG feature based human detection [16] and so on. With the

rior knowledge of object motion, background subtraction can

e used to detect moving vehicles [10] . However, these previous

raditional methods using low-level features are not robust in the

egraded images or complex situations. Recently, advanced CNN

ased methods [5–7,17–19] are quite effective for object detection

nd discovery, while the requirement of a large number of manual

nnotations for training CNN is expensive. 

Learning without manually annotated labels: Machine learn-

ng and deep CNN models have shown advanced performances

n many computer vision tasks [20–22] if enough training labels

re available. In this paper, we focus on a different problem: CNN

earning without manually annotated labels, which refers to CNN

earning with prior knowledge or constraints but without manual

nnotations. With several prior knowledge or constraints, the pow-

rful CNN can still be effective, approaching approximately close

erformance with the CNN trained with full supervision [23–29] .

ue to the lack of manual annotations, different video or multiple

mages based properties are frequently utilized to simulate the

uman supervisions. Optical flow based motion information is
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t  
sed to assist CNN for edge detection [23] . Assuming that adja-

ent video frames contain similar representation, feature learning

s performed in unlabeled video data [24] . The fusion of multiple

aliency maps is used to simulate human supervision to train CNN

ithout manual annotations to improve unsupervised saliency

etection [25] . Using the chronological order of frames as super-

ision, unsupervised deep representation learning is applied [26] .

iven unlabeled videos, unsupervised object discovery is used to

rain a CNN for detecting objects in single images [27] . Assum-

ng tracked patches have similar visual representation in deep

eature space, unsupervised learning of visual representations

s accomplished [28] . By emphasizing the inherent correlation

mong video frames, [29] proposed a co-attention siamese net-

ork for unsupervised video object segmentation. In the area of

bject detection, weak supervision was sometimes provided to

void manually labeling the object locations, e.g., only using the

mage-level labels [30,31] to discover the object locations where

he Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) based methods are effective. 

Spatio-temporal consistency: Many tracking-by-detection 

ethods have been proposed to track single or multiple detected

bjects [1,32] . In most cases, after obtaining the detected candidate

bjects in each image, an association or graph algorithm can be

sed to link the objects for tracking [33] . In [8,11] , it shows that

he tracking-by-detection task is not challenging if objects have

ittle inter-occlusions and split/merge situations in high-continuity

mage sequences/videos. In other words, spatio-temporal consis-

ency is well preserved for objects in these cases. Spatio-temporal

onsistency, as an important property in video processing, has

any vision applications such as video object proposals [34] ,

bject instance search in videos [35] , human segmentation [36] ,

ideo object segmentation [37,38] , video saliency [39] etc. As

escribed in [40] , tracking and detection can be jointly carried out

n a supervised CNN based framework. In [41] , object detection in

ideos can be improved by a proposed high quality object linking

ethod based on the spatio-temporal consistency. In this paper,

e use spatio-temporal consistency in object tracking to simulate

he human-like supervisions in CNN training. 

Easy-to-hard learning: In this paper, easy-to-hard learning

s similar to the idea of Curriculum Learning. Bengio et al pro-

osed Curriculum Learning [12] to show that machine learning

odel can be better learned in a meaningful order: from simple

xamples to complex examples. Baby-Steps Curriculum Learn-

ng [13] directly sorts the difficulties of the training examples

nd incrementally add more complex examples for training in

ext iteration. Curriculum Learning strategy is able to reach a

lobal or reasonable local minima during optimizing the loss

unction in training machine learning models, so it is widely used

n machine learning. [42] introduces a weakly supervised CNN

earning method for semantic segmentation from simple images

o complex images. [43] proposes a weakly supervised multiple

nstance learning method for within-image co-saliency detection

rom simple images to complex images. 

Inspired by these researches, in order to train a robust CNN

ased object detector without manual annotations, we combine

eak object detectors and spatio-temporal consistency in tracking

o simulate the human-like supervision in an easy-to-hard learning

ay. 

. Proposed method 

As mentioned above, we introduce the proposed method using

he task of fiber detection in the material images that has wide

pplications in material science. The input is an material image

equence without any manual annotations. With some weakly

upervised methods [9,44] using shape or size prior, the initial

seudo ground truth of fiber detections could be obtained. The
owerful CNN based object detector is used as the base detector

n our framework. Because there are little inter-fiber occlusions

nd split/merge difficulties in this fiber detection task, the great

patio-temporal consistency in fiber tracking is used to simulate

he supervision to correct and refine the pseudo ground truth (re-

uce false positive and false negative detections). Refined pseudo

round truth with more complex examples would train a better

NN based object detector in next iteration, and the improved

bject detector would generate more accurate fiber detections so

s to boost fiber tracking, while better fiber tracking would further

orrect and refine the pseudo ground truth. We expect that the

NN based object detector and tracking-by-detection algorithm

ould help each other. For a robust solution, the processes of CNN

raining/testing and fiber tracking are performed alternately in

everal iterations. The diagram of the framework of the proposed

ethod is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For the CNN based object detector,

e use Faster R-CNN [6] (Region-based Convolutional Neural

etworks) due to its outstanding detection performance. For the

ber tracking, we use Kalman filter based fiber tracking algo-

ithm [9] because of its satisfactory performance in fiber tracking

n high-continuity image sequences. We will introduce the details

f each part in the following. 

.1. Initialization 

To start the proposed method, we need initial pseudo ground

ruth of fiber detections, which can be accomplished by some

eakly supervised methods. We provide two ways to create the

nitial pseudo ground truth in this paper. 

The first one uses the EdgeBox [44] algorithm to detect contour-

epresentative object proposals, including both fiber and non-fiber

egions. To reduce the detection errors, we use size prior to delete

any false positives. We first compute the mean size/area a of

any detected fibers (bounding boxes) by [9] on one sample

mage of the input image sequence, and then prune the object

roposals whose sizes are out of the range [0.2 a , 2 a ] in the input

mage sequence, followed by a Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS).

he NMS threshold is set to 0.1 due to the highly overlapped

roposal regions by EdgeBox. The second one is the state-of-the-

rt fiber detection algorithm [9] , shortly written as EMMPMH in

ater statement. EMMPMH first applied the EMMPM segmentation

lgorithm [45] , which is a Markov Random Fields based unsuper-

ised algorithm for image segmentation, to segment the material

mages into fiber and non-fiber regions and then utilized a Hough

ransform based ellipse fitting algorithm [46] to detect the fibers.

he minimum bounding boxes of each detected ellipse were

aken as the fiber detection result. Both EdgeBox and EMMPMH

lgorithms are weakly supervised image processing methods using

ither size or shape prior to detect fibers. Due to the lack of more

upervisions, EdgeBox and EMMPMH algorithms have some false

ositives and many false negatives, as shown in Fig. 3 . Because the

MMPMH algorithm utilizes more meaningful shape prior, so it

enerates better initialization results than the EdgeBox algorithm.

hese two methods are displayed as initializations for the pseudo

round truth of fiber detections, where the proposed method is

ble to achieve better fiber detection and tracking starting from

ither one. Ideally, the fibers and backgrounds in clear regions are

imple examples, while the fibers and backgrounds in blurred and

tained regions are complex examples. Most of simple examples

an be distinguished by the initialized weak fiber detectors, but

ost of complex examples are hard for them to discover. 

.2. Faster R-CNN for fiber detection 

Recently, Faster R-CNN advanced many object detection related

asks [47,48] with stable performance and efficient computation,
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Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed easy-to-hard learning method for fiber detection. Left part: fiber tracking, Right part: CNN training/testing. The input is an image 

sequence without any manual annotations. More complex examples will be involved for next-iteration CNN training by a specially designed spatio-temporal analysis. 

Fig. 3. Initialization for the pseudo ground truth of fiber detections shown as green bounding boxes. (a) original image, (b) initialization by EdgeBox [44] with many missed 

detections, and (c) initialization by EMMPMH [9] with some missed detections. 
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so it is utilized as the CNN based object detector in the proposed

method. Given the pseudo ground truth, Faster R-CNN could

be trained for fiber detection. Faster R-CNN is an end-to-end

detection network towards real-time object detection. In partic-

ular, it is composed of two modules. The first module is a deep

convolutional network that proposes regions, named as a Region

Proposal Network (RPN). The second module is the Fast R-CNN

detector [5] that uses the proposed regions for object detection

and classification. Since the RPN shares full-image convolutional

features with the detection network, the computation cost of

region proposals is low. RPN serves as the ‘attention’ mechanism

which tells the network where to look. 

To handle different scale and aspect ratios of objects, Faster

R-CNN introduces anchors of different scales and aspect ratios in a

sliding window manner. In the proposed method, we use 5 scales

(32 2 , 64 2 , 128 2 , 256 2 , 512 2 pixels) and 3 aspect ratios (1: 1, 1:

2, and 2: 1). Following [6] , the anchors whose Intersection-over-

Union (IoU) overlap with a pseudo ground-truth box is higher than

0.7 or smaller than 0.3 are set as positive and negative samples

respectively during training RPN. The loss function L of Faster

R-CNN contains two components: 

L = L cls + λL reg , (1)
here L cls is the normalized classification loss and L reg is the

ormalized regression loss with a balance weight λ, setting λ = 1

s in [5] . L cls is a log loss over two classes (fiber v.s. non-fiber)

nd L reg is the smooth L1 loss over bounding box locations [5] .

ame as [6] , we sample 256 anchors (positive and negative) for

ne image during training RPN (first module). For training Fast

-CNN (second module), we fix the IoU threshold for NMS as 0.7

o as to generate about 20 0 0 proposal regions per image. The VGG

etwork [49] is used as the base convolutional layers to extract

eep features. The whole Faster R-CNN is a unified network that

an be trained end-to-end by back propagation and stochastic

radient descent. 

.3. Tracking by detections 

Given the large-scale detected fibers by Faster R-CNN, we

odel this problem as a tracking-by-detection problem in the

mage sequence. Since Kalman filter has been proven as a reliable

odel for large-scale fiber tracking in high-continuity image

equence [8,9] , we apply Kalman filter to track each fiber by

ecursively performing prediction, association and correction along

he image sequence. 
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Fig. 4. The unsupervised strategy of spatio-temporal analysis in fiber tracking. (a) making up for false-negative detections by predictions (added), (b) tracking birth by a true 

positive detection (saved), and (c) tracking birth and death by a false-positive detection (removed). 
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For fiber detection, we define tracking state s =
(x 1 , y 1 , v x 1 , v y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , v x 2 , v y 2 ) 

T to denote the tracked fiber in

he 2D images, where the first half is for the top-left point of the

ber’s bounding box and the last half is for the bottom-right point

f the fiber’s bounding box. ( x, y ) T is the location and ( v x , v y ) 
T is

he velocity in horizontal and vertical directions. Other reasonable

efinitions to represent the bounding-box-level object might be

lso acceptable, e.g., using location and velocity of object center,

nd the height and width of object. We set up a Kalman filter

o track each fiber and assume that each fiber is highly smooth

n 3D space with a constant velocity, which means the tracking

tate is evolved linearly from image to image. The prediction

nd correction steps are the same as those in the traditional

alman filter. During the association step, we use the Hungarian

lgorithm [50] for a minimum-total-distance bipartite matching

etween the centers of predicted fibers (bounding boxes) and

etected fibers (bounding boxes). Following [9] , the number of

redictions and detections are usually different, so dummy nodes

re introduced into the Hungarian algorithm and the distance to a

ummy node is set to 100 pixels in our experiments. 

.4. Tracking as detections 

After fiber tracking, if we ignore the tracking identities and

ust take tracked bounding boxes as detected fibers, updated fiber

etection could be obtained on each image of the image sequence.

his procedure is all right except the tracking errors. Since fiber

racking is not perfect, it is possible that tracking errors might in-

roduce some new detection errors, in terms of false positives and

alse negatives. In this section, we will introduce an unsupervised

trategy of spatio-temporal analysis to reduce some tracking errors

uring fiber tracking. 

Spatio-temporal analysis: Two issues are considered in fiber

racking. 1). To include new coming-in fibers and avoid tracking

rifts, tracking birth and death are performed on each image. We

tart a new Kalman filter to track a detected fiber that is not

ssociated with any predictions of current Kalman filters. We stop

 Kalman filter that is tracking a fiber if it has moved out of image

oundary or its prediction has not been associated for any detec-

ions for continuous α images. Note that the un-associated fibers

se their predictions as their tracked locations for continuous α
mages, which makes up for some false negative detections. 2).

everal false-positive detections are tracked for α images due to

he above tracking birth and death, so after tracking, we prune

he tracked fibers whose trajectories are shorter or equal than β ,

ollowed by a NMS on each image. We set α = 5 and β = 5 in our

xperiments. NMS threshold for EMMPMH initialized tracking is

et to 0.7 and for EdgeBox initialized tracking is set to 0.1. 

The unsupervised strategy of spatio-temporal analysis is shown

n Fig. 4 . For the unsupervised strategy of spatio-temporal analysis,

e assume that 1) some of missed detections could be added
ack by tracking predictions, 2) true positive detections are highly

ossible to be tracked for more than β images, 3) some of false

ositive detections might be not associated for continuous α
mages. This assumption is reasonable when the spatio-temporal

onsistency is good in the image sequences. 

Easy-to-hard learning: We intend to learn a robust object

etector in several iterations starting from simple examples

nd then adding more complex examples for CNN training. The

urrent-iteration detections have false positive and false negative

rrors, which are considered as the complex examples in current

teration. In the proposed spatio-temporal analysis, removing

alse positive errors means to prune the current examples with

oor spatio-temporal consistency and simultaneously add more

omplex background examples, while making up for false negative

rrors indicates adding more complex object examples. This easy-

o-hard learning process is similar as Curriculum Learning [12] and

aby-Steps Curriculum Learning [13] . The detailed steps of the

roposed algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1 . In our ex-

lgorithm 1 Weakly Supervised Easy-to-hard Learning for Object

etection. 

nput: a sequence of images without any manual annotations, de-

oted as X . 

utput: a well trained Faster R-CNN model. 

1: Initialize the pseudo ground truth G p of object detections using

a weak object detector on each image of X . 

2: repeat 

3: Train a Faster R-CNN from scratch using G p if previous Faster

R-CNN model is not available. Otherwise, fine-tune the pre-

vious Faster R-CNN model using G p . 

4: Apply the trained Faster R-CNN on each image of X to detect

objects as D and save it. 

5: Track detected objects D on X as inSection 3.3 and save it. 

6: Take the tracked objects as detections with the spatio-

temporal analysis as in Section 3.4. 

7: Update the pseudo ground truth G p which contains more

complex examples. 

8: Save the current Faster R-CNN model. 

9: until convergence or maximum iterations reached 

eriment, we see that some missed complex fibers in blurred

nd stained regions can be added by tracking predictions and

ome false positives (actually backgrounds) can be removed by

he proposed spatio-temporal analysis over iterations. With more

omplex examples in blurred and stained regions involved in next-

teration CNN training, the proposed method always converged

n 3 to 4 iterations in our experiment. Besides the easy-to-hard

earning, three strategies contribute to the convergence: 1) We

ormally choose the initialization method with good Precision to

tart the proposed method (e.g., ≥ 92% for fiber detection, > 99%
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t  
for vehicle detection and > 76% for pedestrian detection), which

means that the pseudo ground truth does not have many false

positives; 2) Not all the pseudo ground truths are used for training

Faster R-CNN, instead we sample 256 anchors (128 positives and

128 negatives) on each image during training Faster R-CNN same

as the default setting in [6] ; 3) Only the detected objects with

high confidence by Faster R-CNN (e.g., > 0.8 for fiber detection)

is saved, so low-confidence pseudo ground truths are removed

before the following tracking. Based on the three strategies, many

not-so-sure pseudo ground truths are not used during Faster R-

CNN training. Our easy-to-hard learning method makes sure that

more complex samples are added in the next-iteration training,

leading to improved detection. After convergence, a well trained

Faster R-CNN model is built and it can be applied to directly detect

objects on a new image without performing object tracking. 

4. Experiments 

In the experiment, we firstly apply the proposed method to

detect and track large-scale fibers from S200, an amorphous SiNC

matrix reinforced by continuous Nicalon fibers, using a recently

publicized fiber dataset [9] . The microscopic images were collected

by the RoboMet.3D automated serial sectioning instrument [51] .

It takes about 15 minutes to grind for one slice. Given a material

sample of S200, RoboMet.3D cross-sections the sample by mechan-

ical polishing with dense inter-slice distance 1 μm, and each slice

was then imaged with an optical microscope. We choose three

datasets from the public fiber dataset [9] , denoted as ‘Set1’, ‘Set2’

and ‘Set3’, to evaluate the proposed method. Set1 is a 90-slice

image sequence and 40% of images contain certain-level degraded

situations such as shadow and blur, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Set2

is 50-slice image sequence and 30% of images have certain-level

degraded situations. Set3 is a set of 99 disordered single images

and 15% of images have certain-level degraded situations. The

size of each image is 1292 × 968 and each image contains about

600 fibers. On the collected Set1, Set2 and Set3, we manually

annotate the bounding boxes of fibers on each image for detection

evaluation only. 

The proposed method described in Algorithm 1 does not need

any manual annotations. We run Algorithm 1 (with tracking)

on the image sequence Set1 without manual annotations, and

obtain a well trained Faster R-CNN model as M 

1 
EMMPMH 

using

EMMPMH [9] initialization and another well trained Faster R-CNN

model as M 

1 
EdgeBox 

using EdgeBox [44] initialization. Running

Algorithm 1 (with tracking) on Set2 without manual annotations,

we could obtain a well trained Faster R-CNN model as M 

2 
EMMPMH 

using EMMPMH initialization and another well trained Faster

R-CNN model as M 

2 
EdgeBox 

using EdgeBox initialization. The well

trained Faster R-CNN models on one dataset are then respectively

applied to detect the large-scale fibers on each single image on

another two datasets without tracking. 

In our experiment, the maximum iteration in Algorithm 1 is set

to 4. Within each iteration, we train Faster R-CNN for 10 epochs.

The learning rate is 0.001 and the batch size is 2 images during

training. For Algorithm 1 , we try two kinds of initializations

for pseudo ground truth: EMMPMH and EdgeBox. We denote

the proposed Algorithm 1 using the initialization EMMPMH as

‘Proposed-EMMPMH’ and the initialization EdgeBox as ‘Proposed-

EdgeBox’. After obtaining the well trained Faster R-CNN model M ,

we denote directly applying the well trained model on single im-

ages (without tracking) to detect large-scale fibers as ‘Proposed- M ’.

We use MXNet to implement the code of Faster R-CNN framework.

With a GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU and a 12-core CPU, it takes about

half an hour to run one iteration (Faster R-CNN training plus

large-scale fiber tracking) in Algorithm 1 with Set1 (a 90-slice

image sequence) as input and only takes about 0.2 seconds to
etect the large-scale fibers on one material image when testing

he trained Faster R-CNN model. 

Five metrics are used to evaluate the fiber detection perfor-

ance on Set1, Set2 and Set3: Precision, Recall, F-measure, Number

f False Positives per image ( N fp per image), and Number of False

egatives per image ( N fn per image). For all the methods, we use a

niform threshold of 0.5 for the IoU between the predicted bound-

ng box and ground truth. Because each image contains large-scale

bers (about 600), percentage results might be not representative

nough to display errors. Therefore, we also show N fp per image

nd N fn per image to illustrate the detection errors. Higher (Pre-

ision, Recall and F-measure) and lower ( N fp and N fn per image)

ndicate the better detection performance. In our experiment, an

llipse detection algorithm ELSD [15] is used as another compari-

on method for fiber detection, together with the above mentioned

MMPMH and EdgeBox methods. All these three comparison

ethods are weakly supervised and do not need manual annota-

ions. For ellipse detections by EMMPMH and ELSD, we take the

inimum bounding boxes of each detected ellipse as their outputs.

.1. Experimental results on fiber detection 

After the convergence of running Algorithm 1 on Set1 and

et2 respectively (with tracking), we evaluate the large-scale fiber

etection performance on the Set1 and Set2. Meantime, a well

rained Faster R-CNN model M is obtained after the convergence

f running Algorithm 1 . 

Using the well trained Faster R-CNN model M , we directly

pply it to detect the large-scale fibers on another two datasets

without tracking). The performance on Set1, Set2 and Set3 is

ummarized in Table 1 . We can see that Proposed method using

MMPMH as initialization achieves the best performance in most

ases with high Precision, Recall and F-measure and low N fp per

mage and N fn per image. The Proposed method using EdgeBox as

nitialization achieves second best performance and comparable or

etter performance than the state-of-the-art algorithm EMMPMH.

ven without using any manual annotations, the proposed method

ould achieve nearly 99% F-measure for large-scale fiber detection

n three datasets, which fully demonstrates the accuracy and

ffectiveness of the proposed method. The fiber detection example

s shown in Fig. 5 . 

On Set1, we also run the proposed method using the pseudo

round truth by combining the results of EdgeBox and EMMPMH.

ince the results of these two methods have many overlapped

etections, we applied NMS on the combined result with an IoU

hreshold 0.1 to delete the overlaps. The combined initialization

ets 91.7% F-measure, where the proposed method initialized

y the combined detection finally achieves 96.8% F-measure,

ompared to 96.0% F-measure using EdgeBox as initialization and

8.6% F-measure using EMMPMH as initialization. 

.2. Improvement and convergence for fiber detection 

In this section, we will show the improvement from initial-

zation and the algorithm convergence. We treat the initialization

esult as baseline denoted as iteration 0, and then show the

ber-detection performance change from iteration 0 to iteration

 in Fig. 6 . We can see that the proposed method significantly

mprove the fiber-detection performance by both the initializa-

ion EMMPMH and EdgeBox. From iteration 0 to 4 using either

nitialization, the proposed method could incrementally boost the

recision, Recall and F-measure, and simultaneously reduce the

 fp per image and N fn per image. We can see that the proposed

ethod converges in 3 to 4 iterations. 

In addition, Fig. 7 shows an illustration of the changes of

he pseudo ground truth G p by Tracking and the corresponding
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Table 1 

Large-scale fiber detection performance. Set1 and Set2 are two image sequences and Set3 is a set of disordered single images. Note that each image contains about 600 

fibers and all the methods in this table do not use manual annotations. Taking EdgeBox as an example, Proposed-EdgeBox means running the proposed method using 

EdgeBox initialization on the corresponding image sequence, and Proposed- M 

1 
EdgeBox 

means directly testing the model trained on Set1 by the proposed method using EdgeBox 

initialization, and Proposed- M 

2 
EdgeBox 

means directly testing the model trained on Set2 by the proposed method using EdgeBox initialization. We use the same way to define 

the methods that use the EMMPMH initialization. 

Set1 with tracking? Precision Recall F-measure N fp per image N fn per image 

EdgeBox [44] no 93.0% 54.3% 68.6% 26.8 303.3 

ELSD [15] no 93.4% 92.5% 93.0% 43.1 49.3 

EMMPMH [9] no 96.9% 91.7% 94.2% 19.3 54.7 

Proposed- M 

2 
EdgeBox 

no 99.0% 97.3% 98.2% 6.1 17.5 

Proposed- M 

2 
EMMPMH no 99.3% 96.1% 97.7% 3.9 28.3 

Proposed-EdgeBox yes 99.0% 93.2% 96.0% 6.0 45.1 

Proposed-EMMPMH yes 99.1% 98.1% 98.6% 5.2 12.2 

Set2 with tracking? Precision Recall F-measure N fp per image N fn per image 

EdgeBox [44] no 92.0% 64.8% 76.0% 32.2 203.6 

ELSD [15] no 91.0% 90.6% 90.8% 51.3 53.8 

EMMPMH [9] no 97.7% 95.1% 96.4% 12.5 28.2 

Proposed- M 

1 
EdgeBox 

no 98.8% 93.8% 96.2% 6.4 35.4 

Proposed- M 

1 
EMMPMH no 99.4% 98.5% 98.9% 3.1 8.6 

Proposed-EdgeBox yes 99.3% 98.4% 98.9% 3.9 8.6 

Proposed-EMMPMH yes 99.5% 98.1% 98.8% 2.4 10.6 

Set3 with tracking? Precision Recall F-measure N fp per image N fn per image 

EdgeBox [44] no 93.4% 56.0% 70.1% 24.2 270.6 

ELSD [15] no 93.6% 91.8% 92.7% 38.4 50.5 

EMMPMH [9] no 97.2% 97.7% 97.4% 17.2 14.1 

Proposed- M 

1 
EdgeBox 

no 99.1% 93.5% 96.2% 4.7 39.9 

Proposed- M 

1 
EMMPMH no 99.3% 98.5% 98.9% 3.8 9.0 

Proposed- M 

2 
EdgeBox 

no 99.0% 99.0% 99.0% 5.8 6.0 

Proposed- M 

2 
EMMPMH no 99.5% 98.5% 99.0% 2.5 8.7 

Fig. 5. Illustration of large-scale fiber detection. (a) two sample images (clear and degraded), and detections by (b) EdgeBox, (c) ELSD, (d) EMMPMH, (e) Proposed- M 

1 
EdgeBox 

and (f) Proposed- M 

1 
EMMPMH . Fibers are detected as green bounding boxes. Red and blue boxes highlight the false positive and false negative errors respectively. 
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model for vehicle detection on the video can be used to detect 
etection D by Faster R-CNN in each iteration of the proposed

ethod on one example image of Set1. We can clearly see that

ore complex samples in stained and blurred regions have been

dded in G p in later iterations, which indicates the improved

uality of G p , leading to improved detection D . 

.3. Experimental results on vehicle detection 

The proposed method can be used for other object detection

ask in videos, such as vehicle detection from an aerial-view video.

ifferent vehicles have more variances in feature space (color,

exture and structure) than the fibers, so this task is more difficult

han fiber detection. We collect a training set (a video of 10 0 0 traf-

c images) from aerial view, and also a testing set (100 disordered

ingle traffic images) from aerial view in the same location but

ifferent time. The size of each image is 1280 × 720 and each

mage contains about 20 to 50 vehicles. The traffic scene is focused

n a two-way urban freeway as shown in Fig. 8 . Like the fiber

etection task in our training, we do not use any manual annota-

ions, and the manual annotations are only used for performance

valuation. We keep the same parameter setting as that in fiber

etection. 

Because of the motion information of vehicles, a weak ini-

ialized vehicle detector can be easily obtained by background
ubtraction. Following [10] , we compute the background image by

veraging the three channels of the 10 0 0 images of training set

ndependently. The moving vehicles can be detected by subtracting

ach image with the computed background image, thresholding

ith an adaptive OTSU [52] threshold, removing small connected

omponents and extracting the remaining connected components.

ackground subtraction based weak vehicle detector provides a

ood initialization but not perfect so that some vehicles might be

ot successfully detected, such as the vehicles with similar color

nd intensity with the road and the vehicles partially occluded by

he trees or traffic signs. These vehicles hard for background sub-

raction based detection are considered as the complex examples

or this task. More details for this task are shown in Fig. 8 . 

In this experiment, we use the background subtraction based

eak vehicle detector to initialize the proposed method and train

 robust vehicle detector on the training set without manual

nnotations. Then, we apply the trained robust vehicle detector to

etect the vehicles on both the training set (a video of 10 0 0 im-

ges) and the testing set (100 disordered single images). We report

he evaluation results of each iteration of the proposed method

n Table 2 . We can clearly see the performance improvement by

he proposed method starting with the baseline (initialized) weak

ehicle detector. It is worth mentioning that the trained CNN
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the fiber-detection performance change of the proposed method in (a) Set1, (b) Set2, and (c) Set3 from iteration 0 to iteration 4. Left two columns 

display the proposed method using EdgeBox as initialization and right two columns show the proposed method using EMMPMH as initialization. 

Fig. 7. Illustration of the changes of the pseudo ground truth G p by Tracking and the corresponding detection D by Faster R-CNN in each iteration of the proposed method. 

One example image of Set1 is used in this illustration. The detection performance change on all the images of Set1 in each iteration of the proposed method is also displayed 

in the bottom left. Iteration = 0 indicates the initialization by EMMPMH. 
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Fig. 8. Illustration of vehicle detection of the proposed method: (a) computed background image from the training set (a video), and vehicle detection by baseline/background 

subtraction (left) and the proposed method (right) on (b) one sample image of the training set, (c) another sample image of the training set and (d) one sample image of the 

testing set. Vehicles are detected as green bounding boxes. Red and blue boxes highlight the false positive and false negative errors respectively. Ideally, the vehicles with 

similar color and intensity with the road and the vehicles partially occluded by the trees or traffic signs are considered as complex examples. 

Table 2 

Performance of the proposed method in each iteration for vehicle detection on training set (a video of 10 0 0 

images) and testing set (100 disordered single images). ‘Baseline’ is the result of initialized detection by 

background subtraction, which can be considered as ‘iteration = 0’. 

Training Set with tracking? Precision Recall F-measure N fp per image N fn per image 

Baseline no 99.2% 86.7% 92.6% 0.2 4.3 

iteration = 1 no 99.8% 90.6% 94.9% 0.1 3.1 

iteration = 2 yes 99.4% 92.5% 95.8% 0.2 2.4 

iteration = 3 yes 99.1% 93.1% 96.0% 0.3 2.2 

iteration = 4 yes 98.3% 96.0% 97.1% 0.5 1.3 

Baseline no 99.3% 87.6% 93.1% 0.2 3.9 

iteration = 1 no 99.7% 92.5% 96.0% 0.1 2.4 

iteration = 2 no 99.1% 93.3% 96.1% 0.3 2.1 

iteration = 3 no 99.3% 93.6% 96.3% 0.2 2.0 

iteration = 4 no 98.8% 95.5% 97.1% 0.4 1.4 

Table 3 

Performance of the proposed method in each iteration for pedestrian detection on the public PETS09-S2L1 

dataset [53] (a video of 795 images). ‘Baseline’ is the result of initialized detection by a pre-trained human 

detector [54] , which can be considered as ‘iteration = 0’. 

PETS09-S2L1 with tracking? Precision Recall F-measure N fp per image N fn per image 

Baseline [54] no 76.1% 91.3% 83.1% 1.6 0.5 

iteration = 1 no 83.2% 90.5% 86.7% 1.0 0.5 

iteration = 2 yes 86.9% 90.7% 88.8% 0.7 0.5 

iteration = 3 yes 88.4% 88.8% 88.6% 0.6 0.6 

iteration = 4 yes 88.3% 88.6% 88.5% 0.6 0.6 
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ehicles on a single image without any temporal information, as

hown on the testing set. 

In addition, we design an experiment to discover the effects

f α and β in the proposed spatio-temporal analysis. Typically,

e set α = β . On the Training Set of vehicle detection, after iter-

tion = 1, we try different settings: α = β = 3 , 5 , 7 , 9 , 11 , and the

tandard deviation of the results under different settings is just

.68%, which shows that the proposed method is not sensitive to

he setting of α and β in that range. Spatio-temporal consistency

or each object in the video is unknown, so it is unreasonable to

et too big or too small values to α and β . We recommend to use

ome values between 3 and 11 for different tasks. In this paper, all

he experiments use 5 for this hyper-parameter. 

.4. Experimental results on pedestrian detection 

To further test the proposed method, we run it on the public

mage sequence PETS09-S2L1 of the 2D Multiple Object Tracking
015 benchmark [53] . The public image sequence PETS09-S2L1

ontains 795 images, where each image contains several pedes-

rians with the resolution of 576 × 768 pixels. The benchmark

rovides the public detection by a pre-trained human detector

ased on aggregated channel features (ACF) [54] . 

We use the provided public detection as the initialization, i.e.,

teration = 0, to start the proposed method. The result is shown

n Table 3 . The proposed method can still significantly improve

he initialized detection from 83.1% F-measure to 88.5% F-measure,

hile there are some variances in the algorithm convergence

ue to the complexity in pedestrian movement and tracking

ifficulties. Pedestrian detection is more complex than the fiber

etection and vehicle detection. The dynamic model of pedestrian

ovement is more complicated, unknown and not very smooth,

ue to the occlusions and interactions. The deformation change of

edestrian shape sometimes can be large, because of the occlu-

ions, view changes, hand and gait changes, etc. Therefore, tracking

ecomes difficult in the challenging situation for pedestrians. The
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Fig. 9. Illustration of pedestrian detection of the proposed method on the public image sequence PETS09-S2L1 [53] : (a) one example image’s detection by initializa- 

tion [54] (left) and the proposed method (right), (b) another example image’s detection by initialization [54] (left) and the proposed method (right). Pedestrians are detected 

as green bounding boxes. Red boxes highlight the false positive errors. 
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pedestrian detection demos on two example images are displayed

in Fig. 9 . It is obvious that the proposed method can significantly

reduce the false positive errors. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we proposed an easy-to-hard learning method to

improve the object detections initialized by some weak object de-

tectors. The proposed method alternately run CNN model and ob-

ject tracking algorithm in several iterations to improve object de-

tection. A proposed unsupervised spatio-temporal analysis is used

to involve more complex examples into the training set (a video),

so the proposed method could incrementally improve the detection

performance. The proposed method takes an image sequence as

input without requiring any manual annotations, and after training,

a well trained CNN model is obtained which can also be used to

detect objects in a single image. The experimental results on three

different tasks, i.e., fiber detection, vehicle detection and pedes-

trian detection, show that the proposed method is accurate and

effective in object detection with only some weak supervisions. 

The proposed method works well when the interested ob-

jects have little inter-occlusions, feature changes and split/merge

difficulties in the image sequence, where the spatio-temporal con-

sistency in the image sequence is well preserved and reliable. In

the future, we might make effort s to modify the proposed method

to solve the challenging problem which has heavy inter-occlusions,

large feature changes and split/merge difficulties in the image

sequences. 
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